Based on structural features of cable-net of deployable antenna, a multiobjective shape optimization method is proposed to help to engineer antenna's cable-net structure that has better deployment and adjustment properties. In this method, the multiobjective optimum mathematical model is built with lower nodes' locations of cable-net as variables, the average stress ratio of cable elements and strain energy as objectives, and surface precision and natural frequency of cable-net as constraints. Sequential quadratic programming method is used to solve this nonlinear mathematical model in conditions with different weighting coefficients, and the results show the validity and effectiveness of the proposed method and model.
Introduction
Cable-net structure has been widely used in space deployable antenna for light weight, high precision, and small stowed size [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The deployable antenna studied in this paper mainly consists of three parts: reflector surface cable-net system, rigid beam system, and center truss. The antenna is stowed in rocket before it is launched and deployed when the rocket is in its ideal orbit location. In antenna's deployment state, the cable-net system of antenna can form a long-span reflector with a specific shape, and for structural design of cable-net system in this state, the most important thing is to reduce the difference between cable-net reflector's actual shape and its ideal shape to improve antenna's surface precision. In previous optimization studies for antenna's cable-net system, many try to find a set of feasible prestresses that can make sure the antenna has the optimum surface precision and dynamic performance; others studied optimization methods that can improve antenna's surface precision by adjusting lengths of cable elements [7] . But all these optimization methods are proposed on the same assumption that the antenna has been in its deployment state. And deployment and adjustment properties of cable-net system are not taken into account in these methods.
Firstly, the optimum cable-net prestresses obtained on assumption that the antenna has been in its deployment state may not make sure it is easier for the antenna to be deployed. And if the antenna cannot be deployed smoothly, it will simply not work, so it is necessary to take a look at what kinds of cable-net prestresses that can ensure a high surface precision and make the antenna easier to be deployed. Secondly, there is much lower electrical energy for antenna cable-net system's adjustment in space compared to that on earth, so the cable-net structure should be designed to make sure it can be easily adjusted in conditions with lower electrical energy. Thirdly, for antenna's cable-net system, conventional optimization methods with feasible prestresses as objective cannot improve its deployment and adjustment properties, so the structural design method that can attain these goals should be studied carefully.
Based on the above considerations, a new design formulation with a multiobjective optimum mathematical model is proposed here to optimize cable-net's shape to improve antenna's deployment and adjustment properties. Because the optimum mathematical model is complex and nonlinear, sequential quadratic programming method is used to solve it. And in this multiobjective optimization, we can change 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering weighting coefficients of objectives to meet different demands for practical necessity.
Multiobjective Optimum Mathematical Model
2.1. Objectives. Structure of cable-net deployable antenna studied in this paper is shown in Figure 1 . Because the structure of antenna's cable-net system is axisymmetric and it consists of the same forty-eight pieces of single cable-net and hoop cables, we just studied one piece of it in the optimization below in order to simplify the scale of the problem. The single cable-net shown in Figure 2 consists of upper cable elements, lower cable elements, and vertical cable elements, and the numbers in Figure 2 represent the nodes serial numbers. The static equilibrium equations at any node can be written as
where is cable elements' horizontal forces at node and is cable elements' vertical forces at node .
As shown in Figure 2 , the angles 1 , 2 between upper cable elements 1 , 2 on either side of node and horizontal direction are very small, so the vertical forces of 1 , 2 are very small too, which will lead to a very small tension in vertical cable element 3 . It is clear that when single cable-net is in its static equilibrium state, tensions in vertical cable elements must be much less than tensions in upper cable elements and lower cable elements. Uneven prestress distribution of cable-net system can make the antenna hard to be deployed in conditions with lower electrical energy in space. In order to solve this problem, we use an average stress ratio that can calculate differences of cable elements' prestresses to measure antenna's deployment property. And it can be written as
where is the total number of cable elements of single cablenet, is the prestress of cable element , and min is the smallest cable element's prestress in single cable-net.
If it is considered that all cable elements have the same cross-sectional area, the smaller the average stress ratio is the more easily the antenna will be deployed, so we set the minimum average stress ratio as one objective.
In space, lower electrical energy cannot provide large cable tensions for antenna deployment, and it cannot provide enough energy for antenna adjustment as well. So in order to make the cable-net system easier to be adjusted, it is needed to get larger structural deformations in conditions with small adjusting force to increase cable-net system's adjustment property. We choose strain energy reflecting relationship between strain and stress as the measurement for the above problem. It can be written as [8] 
Center truss Cable-net system Rigid beam system where U is structural displacement matrix, K is structural stiffness matrix, is tension of cable element , and Δ is length change of cable element .
The larger cable-net's strain energy is the smaller its rigidity is, and this represents a better adjustment property for the cable-net system. So the maximum strain energy is set as another objective here.
Constraints.
High surface precision can make sure deployable antenna works well in space [9] [10] [11] , so it is necessary for the cable-net system to have the specific shape in its deployment state. For this reason the surface nodes' root mean square error reflecting the differences between actual shape and ideal shape of upper cable-net is chosen as one constraint for the optimization.
There may be vibrations when deployable antenna is deploying or deflecting in space. In order to protect antenna from damage by these vibrations, it is needed to make sure antenna's natural frequency is higher than excited frequency. So we choose antenna's natural frequency as another constraint here. As shown in Figure 2 , there is the same horizontal spacing between each lower cable node of single cable-net, and when it is assumed that lower cable nodes can only move to its left side in optimization, the new horizontal coordinate of lower cable node can be written as
where is the horizontal spacing between each lower cable node before optimization and is the variable-the horizontal distance lower cable node moves to the left. We can change single cable-net shape by adjusting of every lower cable node to optimize the above two objectives.
Optimum Mathematical
Model. Based on the above considerations, we establish the optimum mathematical model below:
Min ,
where is the surface precision, root mean square of displacements of upper cable nodes, is the displacement of upper cable node , is the total number of upper cable nodes of single cable-net, [ ] is the upper limit of surface precision, is the natural frequency of single cable-net, and [ ] is the lower limit of natural frequency.
Objectives Function
Dimension and order are very different between the average stress ratio and structural strain energy , so it will be inefficient to separately optimize these two different objectives, and for this reason we first change them as follows:
where 1 is equal to the optimal average stress ratio obtained with as the single objective for the above optimum mathematical model and 2 is equal to the optimal value of strain energy with as the single objective. These two values can help 1 and 2 obtain similar values from the given range of variables to make multiobjective optimization easier. We use weighting coefficients method [12] [13] [14] to deal with the multiobjective problem here. In this method, all the objectives are multiplied by different weighting coefficients separately, and then they are added together to form a single objective that can be solved by conventional optimization methods:
where 1 ≥ 0, 2 ≥ 0 and 1 + 2 = 1.
An Example
The optimization for single cable-net shown in Figure 2 is given here as an example. First, we solve the optimum mathematical model in conditions with 1 = 1 and 1 = 0. 1 = 1 indicates a minimum average stress ratio and 1 = 0 indicates a maximum structural strain energy, and in these two cases, we set 1 = 1 and 2 = 1 temporarily for the optimization. As the optimum result in condition with 1 = 1, the average stress ratio of single cable-net drops to 32.80 that compares with its initial value 61.52. The optimum structure obtained in this case is shown in Figure 3 . And in this figure, we can observe that gradients of vertical cable elements on the left side are larger than those on the right side, which is caused by the smaller curvature of upper cable elements on the left side. When the angle between upper cable element and the direction is small, in order to meet the demand for minimum average stress ratio, the vertical cable element under it will slant to the left to obtain a larger angle between the direction and itself. In condition with 1 = 0, the optimum result is that strain energy of single cable-net is 0.1025 N⋅m that compares with its initial value 0.09007 N⋅m. And at this point, all variables are equal or almost equal to 1. The optimum structure in condition with 1 = 0 is similar to Figure 2 , and this suggests that the single cable-net structure will have the best adjustment property when all vertical cable elements are strictly vertical.
We can also adjust weighting coefficients 1 and 2 to meet different demands in engineering. For example, we again solve the optimum mathematical model with 1 = 0.4, 2 = 0.6, 1 = 32.80, and 2 = 0.1025. This time the optimum average stress ratio and strain energy of single cable-net are 35.1572 and 0.09780 N⋅m, the optimum structure is shown in Figure 4 , and the iteration processes of objectives are shown in Figure 5 . As shown in Figure 4 , several vertical cable elements on the left side slope to the left, and this suggests that the gradients of left vertical cable elements where upper cable elements' curvatures are smaller than others have more influences on the average stress ratio.
Conclusions
(1) In this paper, we establish the multiobjective optimum mathematical model of the single cable-net first. Then we normalize objectives and combine them to form a single objective by using weighting coefficients method. Later on we use sequential quadratic programming method to solve this single objective problem and obtain the optimum results in conditions with different weighting coefficients. These results suggest that the average stress ratio is sensitive to the nodes locations of lower cable elements on the left side of the structure.
(2) Conventional optimization method with only cable elements' prestresses as variables cannot improve deployable antenna's deployment and adjustment properties to suit conditions like lower electrical energy in space, so optimizing cable-net's shape to get higher deployment and adjustment properties will be a good way for deployable antenna. And the optimization processes of objectives show the validity and effectiveness of the proposed method and model. 
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